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Abstract— In this paper, a high accuracy and reduced processing time block based classification method for computer
screen images is presented. This method classifies blocks into
five types: smooth, sparse, fuzzy, text and picture blocks. In a
computer screen compression application, the choice of block
compression algorithm is made based on these block types. The
classification method presented has four novel features. The first
novel feature is a combination of Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) and colour counting classification methods. Both of these
methods have only been used for computer image compression
in isolation in previous publications but this paper shows that
combined together more accurate results are obtained overall.
The second novel feature is the classification of the image blocks
into five block types. The addition of the fuzzy and sparse block
types make the use of optimum compression methods possible
for these blocks. The third novel feature is block type prediction.
The prediction algorithm is applied to a current block when
the blocks on the top and the left of the current block are
text blocks or smooth blocks. This new algorithm is designed
to exploit the correlation of adjacent blocks and reduces the
overall classification processing time by 33%. The fourth novel
feature is down sampling of the pixels in each block which reduces
the classification processing time by 62%. When both block
prediction and down sampling are enabled, the classification time
is reduced by 74% overall. The overall classification accuracy is
98.46%.
Index Terms—compound image, block-based classification,
block type prediction, classification time, accuracy

Figure 1. Example of a compound image

[2] classification. This paper presents a block based approach
to classification of the compound image, see Fig.2. In this
method, the image is segmented into blocks of pixels and each
block is then classified into one of the five types: smooth,
sparse, fuzzy, picture and text. An optimum compression
algorithm can then be selected for each of the five types. In
this paper, novel methods are used to improve the classification
accuracy compared to published results [8] and to reduce the
overall classification processing time.

I. INTRODUCTION
In a thin client application, the computer screen image at
the server is compressed and sent to the thin client. The
server computer screen image is usually made up from various
types of displayed content, for example Web pages, PDF
files, slides, text, graphics and pictures [9], see Fig.1. This
is refered to as a compound image. The different regions
of the compound image have different requirements in how
they can be compressed. Text regions require high quality
or lossless compression whereas picture regions can use a
lossy compression algorithm without noticeable visual impact
on the user. To determine which compression algorithm to
use, the different regions of the compound image must be
classified. In general, there are two methods to determine
the different region types: layers based [1] and block based
978-1-5386-6046-1/18/$31.00 c 2018 IEEE

Figure 2. Block-based compound compression system

II. RELATED WORKS
In [6], Lin classified each 16 × 16 non-overlapping block
into text/graphic blocks and picture blocks by counting the
number of colours in each block. A colour number threshold
value T = 32 is set. This is a coarse classification, a refinement
process is then applied after this step (if T >32) to extract text
and graphic pixels from picture blocks. If refinement is applied
to all blocks, it is time-consuming. Therefore refinement
is only applied to picture blocks which are classified by
coarse classification. If there are large picture regions in a
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compound image, the refinement process is applied to most
blocks and it is time consuming. The method proposed in
[6] can classify many smooth blocks as text/graphic blocks
which are compressed by a lossless encoder, i.e., LZW. The
addition of the smooth block type used in this paper allows for
the selection of a more suitable compression algorithm, e.g.,
sending the colour value directly.
In [7], Wenpeng Ding proposed a classification algorithm
based on two features: histogram and gradient of the current
block. It calculates the gradient of each pixel, counts the
number of colours and does a classification for each block.
All blocks are classified into four types: smooth, text, hybrid
and picture blocks. This method is a variation of the colour
counting technique.
In [15], Zhaotai Pan proposed a feature-based block-type
classification method. He selected two features for classification: the number of high gradient pixels and the number of
basic colours. Different threshold values are set according to
the type of block around the current block. The classification
method in [15] is context-adaptive. The method proposed in
this paper is also context-adaptive.
In [8], Ebenezer and Jemi proposed a method for compound
image classification based on DWT. They applied singlelevel wavelet decomposition to each block and generate four
different sub-bands, each of them representing one feature of
the current block. Three of the four sub-bands are used to
classify the type of blocks. However the classification method
in [8] does not work well in compound images with large
regions of pictures. Some picture blocks that contain tree
branches or complex buildings or wire fences can be classified
as text blocks because these objects also have horizontal,
slanted and vertical lines. The method proposed in this paper
uses DWT in conjunction with colour counting to overcome
this limitation.
In [14], Shen utilizes a histogram of each block and the
number of isolated pixels to do classification. Three block
types are used: picture block, text block and hybrid block.
Smooth regions are treated as text blocks.
In [16], Qiu proposed an approach for classifying the screen
image into two types of blocks: text and not-text block. They
found that text often exists in a screen as a text region that
spreads through many continuous blocks. Having two block
types in [16] limits the selection of compression algorithm
compared to five block types presented in this paper.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Classificaiton with DWT Method
The DWT method applies filters to an image to decompose
it into four different sub-bands: LL, LH, HL and HH [8]. LL
is an approximation of the original image, low-pass filtered
in horizontal and vertical directions and subsampled by a
factor of two. LH is low-pass filtered in horizontal direction
and high-pass filtered in vertical direction. HL is high-pass
filtered in horizontal direction and low-pass filtered in vertical
direction. HH is high-pass filtered in both horizontal and
vertical directions [10].

This feature of the DWT can be used to classify different
type blocks. Text blocks usually have a higher frequency
in the horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions compared
to picture blocks because of colour transition between text
and background. The standard deviation measure reflects the
fluctuation of a group of data and the standard deviation values
of text block sub-bands are usually greater than picture subbands. Thus, the standard deviation of sub-bands LH, HL and
HH is calculated to indicate the type an image block.
The input image is first divided into non-overlapping blocks
(size of 16 × 16). Each block is decomposed into LH, HL,
HH sub-bands, and the standard deviation of each sub-band is
computed according to equation (1). µ and σ are two statistical
features: mean and standard deviation.
v
u
W X
H
X
u 1
[Iθ (i, j)]2
µθ = t
W ∗ H i=1 j=1
v
(1)
u
W X
H
X
u 1
[Iθ (i, j) − µθ ]2
σθ = t
W ∗ H i=1 j=1
Here θ ∈ {LH, HL, HH}, W and H are the width and height
in pixels of sub band θ, Iθ (i, j) is the wavelet coefficient in
sub band θ. The Standard deviation of sub-bands LH, HL
and HH, σLH , σHL and σHH , is used to classify the current
block into different types according to the algorithm shown in
Fig.3. Threshold values T 1, T 2 and T 3 are context adaptive,
their values depend on the block types surrounding the current
block.
B. Block Types and Block Size
Based on experiments, block size is set to be 16 × 16. The
block size 16×16 is small enough to avoid hybrid blocks (e.g.,
a block contains text and picture pixels simultaneously) which
are hard to compress. The block size 16x16 is also sufficiently
large such that if a 16 × 16 block is down sampled to 8x8, the
down-sampled block will retain the basic texture characteristic
of original block.
Blocks are classified into five types: smooth, sparse, fuzzy,
text and picture blocks. Appropriate compression algorithms
can subsequently be applied to these five different block types
to achieve a high compression ratio with little visual quality
impact.
1) Smooth Block: There is only one colour in smooth block
and this type of block is easy to compress, e.g., sending the
colour value to the receiver directly.
2) Sparse Block: Sparse block, see Fig.4, means there are
only a few elements in this block, e.g., some simple graphics
shapes. These blocks can be compressed efficiently with some
lossless (e.g., Run Length Encoding) compression algorithms.
Sparse block classification is novel to this paper.
Based on experiments with sparse blocks, it is found that
there is one dominant standard deviation. This means one of
σLH , σHL and σHH is much bigger than the other two values.
For example, σLH >4.5 × σHL and σLH >4.5 × σHH . The
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Table I
TEXT BLOCKS CORRELATION TEST RESULT.
Ntext

Nprediction

Ratio (%)

12530

6208

49.55

ble text is detected in a block that block will be classified as
a text block to preserve the text image quality.
5) Picture Block: A Picture block only contains picture
elements. Usually a picture block can be compressed by a
lossy compression algorithm (e.g., JPEG). Normally a picture
block contains more colours and less vertical or horizontal
strokes than a text block. This combined characteristic is used
to classify picture blocks.

Figure 3. Framework of proposed classification system

Figure 4. Examples of some amplified sparse blocks

factor of 4.5 is found from experiment to lead to accurate
classification of sparse blocks.
3) Fuzzy Block: A Fuzzy block, see Fig.5, is a block which
looks fuzzy to the human eyes. These blocks often exist in a
natural landscape image, e.g., a waterfall, tree leaves, concrete
ground, animal’s hair or snow. These type of blocks can be
compressed by low quality lossy algorithms (e.g., low quality
JPEG) or algorithms suitable for continuous tone images (e.g.,
IW44 algorithm). Fuzzy block classification is another novel
feature presented in this paper.

Figure 5. Some examples of amplified fuzzy blocks.

4) Text Block: Text has sharp edges and the human visual
system is sensitive to quality loss of text elements. Therefore,
text blocks need lossless image compression. If any apprecia-

C. Text Block Prediction
If the blocks located to the left and above the current block
are both text blocks, the current block can be predicted as a
text block. This is called text block prediction. This means that
the predicted text block gets lossless compression applied even
if it is not a text block. This is an effort to reduce classification
time.
An experiment was designed to show the need of text block
prediction, ten different computer screen images of size 1152×
1600 are used for the test, the result is shown in TABLE I.
In TABLE I, Ntext is the number of all text blocks,
Nprediction is the number of blocks which have top and left
blocks as text blocks and so are candidates for prediction.
Ratio is the result of dividing Nprediction by Ntext . Therefore
49.55% of text blocks in tested compound images could be
predicted directly without classification using this algorithm.
If this text prediction method is applied to every block and
a prediction error occurs, the error could be propagated to
blocks around it. In order to avoid this situation and apply
text prediction without error propagation, a pattern shown in
Fig.6 is used to apply text prediction. In this pattern, blue

Figure 6. Proposed text block prediction pattern.

blocks can be predicted using text prediction and gray blocks
will be classified using DWT or smooth prediction methods. In
this pattern, every predicted text block is isolated from other
predicted blocks to avoid error propagation. This gives a muchimproved accuracy of text block prediction even though the
total percentage of predicted blocks is reduced. See results
section.
D. Smooth Block Prediction
There is only one colour in a smooth block, so smooth
blocks can be classified by counting the number of colours
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in the 16 × 16 block instead of using the DWT method. The
processing time required to classify smooth blocks with colour
counting is less than with the DWT method.
From experiments on compound images, there are many
smooth blocks detected, e.g., blocks in website pages, background of WORD documents. In Fig.7, the blocks with green
boundary are smooth blocks.

Figure 7. Smooth blocks in compound images (a) Website page (b) Word
document

When the top and left blocks of the current block are smooth
blocks, colour counting is applied to the current block to check
if it is also a smooth block. If the number of colours is one, the
current block will be classified as a smooth block, otherwise
the DWT method is applied to it for further classification.
E. Applying DWT method on 8x8 down sampled block
When a block of size 16 × 16 is down sampled to an 8 × 8
block, visual and texture characteristics of the original block
are kept. The images in Fig.8 show the original blocks, of size
16 × 16, and the corresponding down sampled blocks, of size
8x8. The sampled blocks are rescaled.

Figure 8. Blocks before (left) and after (right) down-sampling (magnified)

F. Checking for picture blocks misclassified as text blocks
If only the DWT method is applied for classification, some
picture blocks can be misclassified as text blocks because they
have a similar texture characteristic to text blocks. There are
some examples shown in Fig.9.

Figure 9. Blocks which are easily misclassified as text blocks when using
the DWT method only

One key difference between text blocks and picture blocks
is the number of colours in the block. Usually, a picture block
contains many colours but a text block contains a small number
of colours.
It is found that counting the number of colours in the
horizontal or vertical direction within a block saves processing

Table II
NUMBER OF DIFFERENT TYPE BLOCKS USED FOR TEST
Ntotal

Nsmooth

Nf uzzy

Nsparse

Ntext

Npic

2000

400

400

400

400

400

Table III
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT BLOCK TYPES
Smooth

F uzzy

Sparse

T ext

P icture

Average

100%

99.5%

99.0%

97.5%

96.3%

98.46%

time and is sufficiently accurate to double check the blocks that
have been classified as text blocks by the DWT algorithm.
If a block is classified as a text block by the DWT method,
and the number of colours, Nc, in specific horizontal or vertical
lines (but not both) of this block is greater than a threshold
value, Tc, then the block is re-classified as a picture block,
otherwise it is classified as a text block.
IV. RESULTS
The proposed algorithms are implemented on an Intel R
CoreTM i5-4200M 2.50GHZ processor using Microsoft Visual
Studio 2013 with C++.
A. Processing time and classification accuracy
Text block and smooth block prediction along with downsampling are applied to reduce processing time. An experiment
was designed to evaluate the accuracy of proposed classification method. Two-hundred smooth, sparse, fuzzy, picture and
text blocks are selected manually as a test dataset. Table II
shows the block numbers of different block types, Ntotal is
the number of all blocks. Nsmooth , Nf uzzy , Nsparse , Ntext
and Npic are the numbers of smooth, fuzzy, sparse, text and
picture blocks. The classification accuracy of each block type
is calculated using equation (2)
correctly detected blocks
the total number of corresponding blocks

(2)

The classification accuracy results are shown in Table III.
The accuracy of classification on smooth blocks is 100%
because every predicted smooth block will be checked by
counting the colour number in this whole block.
42 compound images (height=1152, width=1600) are used
to evaluate the classification time of the proposed method.
These 42 images are taken from many application scenarios,
such as web pages, opened Word documents, PowerPoint
slides, computer desktop, etc. The experimental results of
classification time are shown in Table IV and colour counting
is applied to all test cases. In Table IV, OFF means this method
or feature is not applied to the classification system. It is shown
in Table IV that if only text prediction is applied to the 42
compound images (case 2), only 7.28% processing time is
saved compared to case 1. The reason is that only about 16%
of all blocks are text blocks. Smooth block prediction saves
27.35% processing time (case 3) compared to case 2. If both
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Table IV
PROCESSING TIME OF DIFFERENT CASES
Case
1

2

3

4

Proposed method

Condition

Text prediction

OFF

Smooth prediction

OFF

Down sampling

OFF

Text prediction

ON

Smooth prediction

OFF

Down sampling

OFF

Text prediction

ON

Smooth prediction

ON

Down sampling

OFF

Text prediction

ON

Smooth prediction

ON

Down sampling

ON

Table V
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY AND TIME OBTAINED USING
THREE BLOCK CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES

Processing time (ms)
79.98

74.16

Block Size
Average
Accuracy(%)
Classification
Time(ms)

DWT by
Juliet

Colour Counting
by Tony Lin

proposed
Scheme

8×8

16 × 16

16 × 16

97.4

93.7

98.46

90.5

17.2

20.57

classification.
53.88

20.57

block prediction methods and down-sampling are applied (case
4), 74.28% of processing time is saved compared to case 1.
The processing time in Table IV represents the time it takes
to classify an 1152 × 1600 compound image, it is an averaged
value, ms is the time unit which represents millisecond.
The classification system presented in this paper is based on
the DWT method proposed by Juliet. However, 8x8 is selected
as the block size in his method and only two block types are
used (i.e., text/graphics block and picture/background block).
The average classification accuracy (i.e., 97.4%) is stated in
his paper but the classification time is not mentioned [11].
The colour counting idea presented in this paper is inspired
by Tony Lin’s paper[16]. He uses colour counting to perform
coarse classification and the refinement is then applied to
further classification. Blocks are classified into text blocks and
picture blocks after coarse classification. The threshold value
(i.e., T=32) set for coarse classification is stated in his paper
but the classification accuracy and time are not discussed.
The proposed classification system performance are compared to the methods proposed by Juliet and Tony Lin (coarse
classification only). The classification methods proposed by
Tony Lin and Juliet are re-implemented using C++, the 200
text and 200 picture 16x16 blocks in Table II are used to test
the accuracy of colour counting coarse classification proposed
by Tony Lin. 42 compound images in previous experiment
are used to test the classification time of methods proposed
by Juliet and Tony Lin. The results are shown in Table V. The
classification time in Table V represents the average time used
to classify a compound image (height=1152,width=1600).
From Table V, it’s observed that the proposed scheme has
the highest classification accuracy compared with the other two
methods. The classification time for each compound image of
the proposed scheme is only 3.37ms slower than the coarse
classification method. The proposed scheme makes good tradeoffs between the other two classification methods because it
not only retains high classification accuracy as DWT method
proposed by Juliet but also reduces the time consumed on

B. Classification Result Example
The classification result of a compound image with the
proposed classification algorithm is shown in Fig.10. Blocks
with green boundary are smooth blocks, blocks with gray
boundary are sparse blocks, blocks with yellow boundary are
fuzzy blocks, blocks with red boundary are picture blocks, and
blocks with blue boundary are text blocks. This shows a near
perfect classification of the complex compound image.
V. C ONCLUSION
A very accurate and novel block classification method for
compound images has been developed. In addition, novel
methods have been used to reduce the classification processing
time as shown in Fig.3. 16 × 16 is selected as the block size
because it is optimum under a number of conditions. Blocks
are classified into five types: smooth, sparse, fuzzy, picture and
text. Block type prediction and down sampling are employed
to reduce the classification time. The classification types of
fuzzy and sparse blocks are unique to the proposed method.
In order to save classification processing time, spatial
correlation of text blocks and smooth blocks is exploited
to implement block prediction algorithms. The classification
processing time saved by block prediction 32.63%.
In order to save processing time on classification further,
DWT is applied to down sampled blocks (i.e., 8x8 pixels)
to find the texture characteristic rather than the original 16x16
pixel blocks. By combining these three methods, classification
time is reduced by 74.28% compared to a non-optimised
system.
The proposed classification scheme is compared to the
schemes proposed by Juliet[18] and Tony Lin[16] and the
results show that the proposed scheme has an improved overall
performance taking into account classification accuracy and
classification time.
With the novel classification methods and processing time
reduction techniques, presented in this paper, the overall
classification accuracy is 98% and the overall classification
time is 20.57ms average per frame. This represents a 74%
improvement in processing time compared to [11].
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